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ADHESION OF HUMIC ACIDS TO NONREACTIVE SUFFACES: EFFECT ON SURFACE
FREE ENERGY AND WETTABILITY OF GLASS
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A b s I r a c I. Contact angles of glycerol and diiodometaile were measured on glass surface covered by different amounts of humic acids, extracted from a sandy forest
soil. Tile surface coverages with humic acids, surface free
energy components and wetabilities of the obtained mixed
surfaces were calculated from contact angle values. The
dispersion component of the surface free energy increased
and the nondispersion one decreased tending to the values
for pure humic acids, what was connected with surface
coverage increase. The wettability coefficient decreased
with humic acids content increase showing hydrophobic
action of humic acids.
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INTRODUCTION

Organo-mineral interactions are recently
under an increasing interest of many workers.
One of the way for investigation of such systems is the surface free energy approach ,
which has been successfully applied for a
qualitative description of some surface and interfacial properties: wettability, floatability,
adhesion, interparticle attraction, aggregate
stability etc. of polymers, minerals, soils or
soil organic matter [1,2,7,10,13,16]. However,
most of reports concern organo-mineral systems involve well defined organic compounds
and their interactions with the reactive surfaces of soils or minerals [8,9,11,12]. And so
we wanted to study the surface free energy
(SFE) of the systems containing naturally occurring organic materials on nonreactive surfaces.

THEORY

In the case of composite surfaces, a contact angle of liquid on such a surface, Ov is a
function of the relative inputs of the surfaces
of different natures to the total (composite)
surface [12];

where:
(2)

and cr 1 and cr2 are the parts of the surfaces of
nature 1 and 2 and eL,l and eL,2 are the liquid
contact angles on surfaces 1 and 2, respectively.
The contact angle Ov between a surface of
solid (S) and a drop of a liquid (L) is a result of
the equilibrum of the respective surface free
energies (surface tensions), y.
Ys- TIL = 'YL cos OL + "fsL •

(3)

where TIL is a two-dimensional pressure of an
eventually present liquid film , diminishing the
SFE of the solid.
According to the Young-Girifalco-GoodKaelble-Fowkes approach [8,10], the solid-liquid SFE, Ysv may be expressed by geometric
means of dispersive, y d, and non-dispersive,

yn, components of solid and liquid surface
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free energies:
'YsL ="fs+'YL -2(y~

yf )-2(y~ 'YZ}

(4)

Combining Eqs (1) and (2) one obtains:
112

'YL(coseL + 1)=2( 'Ysd

'YLd) +
112

2( Ys Y'l ) -nL

(5)

The work of adhesion of water to a solid
surface, WA , is [5]:

and it can be expressed as a function of dispersion and nondispersioo components of surface
free energy of solid and water as [8]:

(8)
The wettability of the solid surface by
water can be predicted using the wetting coefficient, Ss, [5] :
(9)
where Wc = 2yw is the work of cohesion.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Humic acids (HA) were extracted with
water from an acidic sandy forest soil (<1 %
clay content, 1.37 % organic carbon). Prior to
the extraction the soil was adjusted to pH 3
with HCI (1 week) and changed into homoionic sodium form by triple equilibration
with N NaCI. HA extracts were filtered by G4
glass bed, coagulated with HCI and washed
with distilled water by centrifuging until a
brownish color appeared in the supematant.
Next the HA were peptized in the excess of
water with ultrasounds and after a final G4 filtering the stock suspension of HA concentration c0 = 8 gdm-3 was obtained.
Microscopic glass slides of 2.5x4cm were
cleaned with methanoi-NaOH solution, rinsed
with water and dried, and next they were

covered with humic acids attempting to prepare as uniform HA layer as possible. The best
way we found was as following: One drop
(1/40 cm 3) of the HA suspension of a given
concentration was placed upon a slide and
spreaded on its surface with a glass rod in a
water vapor saturated chamber. When taking a
slide out of the chamber, water has evaporated
instantaneously from its surface leaving a HA
layer. For c= 2c0 coverage, an additional slide
was coated twice with c= c0 HA suspension.
Wetting (advancing) contact angles of
glycerol and diiodometane were measured on
minerals-HA pellets and glass slides by the
sessile drop method [14] at 20± 0.1°C, using
telescope goniometer system, in at least 30 replicates. Before contact angles measurements
the glass slides were dried for 24 h over a mixture of 4A and SA molecular sieves (lPa).
We additionally tested whether the glass
surface adsorbs humic acids. The glass plates
were milled and from the resulting powder the
< 2J.lm fraction was separated. The suspensions of HA of different concentration of
humic acids was measured colorimetrically in
the supematants. Zero adsorption of HA was
detected.
It is important to note that the HA adhesion to glass surface was so strong, that after
drying, the HA present on glass slides did not
peptize after a few weeks immersion in water.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The average values of contact angles for
glycerol (eG), and diiodometane (e0 ) on glass
surface in relation to HA content are presented
in Table 1.
Following the HA content increase, the
values of contact angles for polar glycerol increase and for non polar diiodometane decrease,
indicating the increase of surface hydrophobicity with the increase of HA content, tending
to reach the respective (limiting) values for
pure HA. The evident changes of the contact
angle values start from the initial c= 1/512 c0
(at least for glycerol) and finish at c= 112 c0 • In
the case of diiodomethane, the contact angles
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apparent thickness of the single HA molecule
equal to 1.24·10-7cm. Then we calculated the
apparent thickness of HA surface coating, tHA:

for HA covered slides are higher then for pure
glass up to c= 1116 c0 , indicating the higher
polarity of the mixed surface. Glycerol, however. indicates the drop of the mixed surface
polarity just from the beginning of HA additions.
Introducing either glycerol or diiodometane contact angle values to the set of Eqs (l)
and (2) and taking: 8GI=44.3° and 801 =32.1°

where v is the volume of HA suspension
added to the sample (1/40 ml); c is the concentration of the suspension; S is the surface area
2
of the sample (10 cm ); and cr 1 is the HA sur-

for pure HA; 8a2=26.5 and 8 02 =43.4 for

face coverage at concentration c.
Now when tHA is divided by the apparent
thickness of HA molecule, the apparent quantity of monomolecular HA layers present in
HA coating is obtained. These values are
presented in Table 3.
It can be seen that the thickness of HA
coatings is very high (more than few molecules) in the whole range of HA content what
together with the low surface coverages at low
HA additions certifies that HA do not react
with the glass surface.
On the basis of measured contact angle
values and the Eq. 5 (the set of two equations for the liquids L=G (glycerol) or L=D

glass we calculated the HA coverage (cr 1) for
the studied surfaces. The obtained values are
presented in Table 2.
It can be seen that the surface coverage increases slowly to about l/16c 0 and more rapidly between l/16 to l/2c 0 , where it reaches the
constant value.
Knowing the values of the surface coverage we calculated the apparent quantities
of monomolecular HA layers present in surface coating in the way presented below.
We assumed the bulk density of HA, dHA•
equal to 1.3 gcm· 3 and its molecular weight,
MW, equal to 1 500 gmot 1 then assuming the
cubic shape of HA molecule we calculated the

Tab I e I. Values of diiodomethane (aD) and glycerol (a G) contact angles at different HA additions (c!c)G =pure
glass
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Tab I e 2. Values of sunace coverages calculated from
c/c0
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Tab I e 3. Values of the apparent quantities of HA layers in HA sunace coating (MHA) at different HA additions (c/c).
Average from diiodomethane and glycerol data
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CONCLUSIONS

(diiodometane), we calculated the dispersion,
y ~. and the nondispersion, y components of
the surface free energy of glass surface at different HA contents. Following the theoretical
analysis of Jarkzuk et al. [8] we assumed
nc=n0 =0. The values of dispersion and non-

s,

Humic acids adhere to glass surface non
uniformely - possibly as islands of a high
thicknesses, what was indicated by high values
of HA cotings thicknesses at very low surface
coverages.
The hydrophobic action of humic acids
begins significant at rather high surface coverages (more than 0.4) and it is due in a greater
extent to the lowening of the nondispersive
component of the mixed surface then to the
rise of its dispersive component.

dispersion components of the liquids used, yf,
and y £.(L=G or D) were taken from Good
and Elbing [4] and Janczuk and Bialopiotrowicz [6].
The dependencies of the dispersion and

Tab I e 4. Dispersive (f) and nondispersive ('(')components of surface free energy at different HA contents (clc )
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Tab I e S. Wetting coefficients (Ss) vs. HA addition (c/c
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nondispersion components of surface free energy for the investigated systems are shown in
Table 4. It be seen that the dispersion component increases and the nondispersion decreases
reaching, at surface coverage equal to about
70 molecules, the values calculated for HA. So
this coating thickness oRe can take as necessary to screen the surface.
Combining the Eqs (8) and (9) and introducing to the resulting equation the y ~ and y

s

values for HA covered glass and Yw = 72.8,

Yw

y~=21.8 and
=51 mN/m [3]. the wettability coefficient values (for water) for all studied systems were . calculated. They are
presented in Table 5.
It is seen that wettabilities of all samples
decrease with HA content increase showing
the hydrophobic action of humic acids it was
postulated by Robinson and Page [ 15].
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